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MOOT PROBLEM

Indipa is a quasi federal secular, multi linguistic country with eighteen states. The said country

was under a colonial rule and after its independence; different states were created on the basis of

language. On the same basis two adjoining states viz Karmastan and Khechru were created.

People from Karmastan state spoke language Kemri while people of Khechru spoke a language

Koru.

Both these states had a border dispute regarding an area consisting of two cities and four

villages. The considerable population from that area spoke Kemri but the state government of

Khechru was claiming that the area was of their state while Karmastan claimed that the area was

the part of their state. This dispute is still pending in the Supreme Court of Indipa. The Supreme

Court of Indipa after prima facie consideration of the case, has granted the custody of the

disputed area to the Government of Kochru, till the final disposal of the suit In this region there

are various protests, bandh, and violence, as the Kemri speaking people want to merge with state

of Karmastan and claim that the state government of Khechru is harboring ill will towards the

Kemri speaking people. The government of Kochru kept denying these allegations but made the

language Koru compulsory even in the disputed area.

Gemstar is a private network having news and entertainment channels in the launguage Kemri. It

has its head office at city named Kera, the capital of Karmastan.

Gemstar through its channels tried to associate the language of Kemri with state of Karmastan.

On 2nd October 2017, in one of the entertainment program, which was very popular in

Karmastan, the hero states that “we the Kemri speaking people will only be Karmastanis, and

will not learn any other language other than Kemri.” the dialogue was very popular among the

people.

The incidents of violence were recorded on 3rd October 2017 on basis of the language, especially

in the disputed area. In the Kochru state assembly, there was a hot debate over these incidents of

violence, as they were grave in nature. Addressing this issue the State Home minister of Kochru

blamed the Gemstar network for the violence. On 1st November 2017 the government of Kochru,



issued a notice to Gemstar channel stating that they shall refrain from telecasting anything which

may entice the violence in its state. On 7th November 2017 the channel replied to the notice that

they were not showing anything which was promoting the violence, but were telecasting the

programs which glorified the region and language from where the owner of the channel

belonged.

Again on 3rd December 2017 the news channel from the same network severely criticized the

policy of the state government of Kochru, of making the Koru language compulsory in the

disputed area.

Taking the serious note of this event the state government Kochru on 5th December 2017 served

another stern notice directing them to refrain from telecasting sensational news which was likely

to disturb the peace and order in state of Kochru. The channel on 10th December 2017 replied

that they were merely exercising their right to freedom of speech and expression, and that the

peace and order was unstable because of the wrong decisions of the state government of Kochru.

Angered by this reply, the state government of Kochru banned all the channels which were the

part of Gemstar network, in entire state of Kochru, including the disputed area with immediate

effect from 17th December 2017.

There were efforts made by the said channel to take back the said ban. However the state

government of Kochru was firm on its stand and refused to revoke the ban.

Aggrieved by the decision of state government of Kochru the channel has went in the Supreme

Court of Indipa on 2nd January 2018.

The matter is now for final hearing in the Supreme Court of Indipa.

…………………………………………………………………………………..

(The laws of Indipa are similar to India)

(The administrative relations among the states is similar to that of the administrative relations of

India)



(All the decisions of the Supreme Court and the various High Courts of India are persuasive

precedents)


